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Abstract 
The need for a comprehensive and accurate global water vapour data set as an assisting tool for 
scientific studies in the atmospheric sciences has been acknowledged during the last 10 years. Such a 
data set is extremely useful for all aspects of climate science being dependent on accurate water 
budget data, e.g. general circulation model verification or regional climate studies. A data set is all the 
more useful if it contains an objective error information. In this study a universally applicable 
technique to merge two satellite data sets to create daily mean water vapour fields is presented. The 
technique is based on the commonly known kriging technique which is an optimal interpolation 
technique that provides not only fully covered fields but also a corresponding map of errors. kriging 
can be applied to water vapour estimates from simultaneous flying instruments sharing the same 
retrieval algorithm, e.g., the ATOVS instrument combination on NOAA satellites. The technique also 
holds the potential to merge estimates from different sources, e.g., SSM/I and AMSU-A if systematic 
errors between retrievals are understood. Within this study the benefits of kriging are studied for the 
derivation of daily mean fields of ATOVS derived total precipitable water estimates in one exemplary 
month. 
 
Introduction 
The Humidity Composite Product (HCP) of EUMETSAT's Satellite Application Facility on 
Climate Monitoring (CM-SAF) will integrate data from several existing and upcoming 
satellites, e.g., microwave imagers like SSM/I as well as water vapour profiling instruments  
on the Meteorological Operational polar platform (MetOp) and ATOVS data from NOAA 
platforms. CM-SAF will provide single sensor estimates as well as some merged estimates, 
e.g., from SSM/I and AMSU-A.  The production of this thematic climate record relies on 
calibrated and inter-calibrated input data to be provided by the satellite operators. 

Two pilot studies on the creation of daily mean fields have been undertaken. The first 
provided a merged result from total precipitable water (TPW) observations from AMSU-A 
onboard the NOAA-15 and NOAA-16 satellites and from SSM/I on DMSP-F13, F14, and 
F15 satellites (Lindau and Schulz, 2004). This second study considers the merging of ATOVS 
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estimates from NOAA-15 and NOAA-16. In both studies the merging is performed by 
kriging, an optimal interpolation technique that provides not only fully covered fields but also 
a corresponding map of errors. The obtained errors reflect mostly the actual sampling 
situation and should not be mixed up with retrieval errors that have to be determined by 
external comparisons to other data. The technique has been chosen because of its potential to 
merge data from several completely different sources if they have no bias errors. It also holds 
the potential to include spatiotemporal resolved information on the retrieval error itself. Within 
this paper the kriging technique is presented and an exemplary application to ATOVS data from April 
2004 is shown. 
 
Data 
In this study observations of the total precipitable water from ATOVS (Advanced TIROS 
Operational Vertical Sounder) onboard NOAA satellites are used, where TPW is computed 
from mixing ratio profiles derived at NOAA using the retrieval described in Reale (2003). 
Data from two satellites, NOAA-15 and NOAA-16 are considered aiming at an optimal 
merged product. We analysed one month of data (April 2004) over an area spanning from 
20°N to 80°N and from 60°W to 60°E. 
 

 
Fig 1: Example of the input data to be merged by the kriging procedure. The map on the left 

shows the daily mean TPW derived from ATOVS on NOAA-15 on April 4, 2004. TPW 
is computed from ATOVS derived mixing ratio profile and has been brought to an 
equal area projection with a nominal grid cell distance of 150 km. The map on the 
right shows the number of independent observations from NOAA-15. As pixels of the 
same overpass are considered to be not independent, the maximum number of 
independent observations per satellite and day is equal to two. 

 
As raw data, swath-oriented observations of the two satellites are used. However, in a first 

step this data is spatially and temporally averaged because the kriging procedure requires an 
error estimate that is concluded for each grid box from the internal box variance. However, 
this approach provides reasonable estimates for the error variance only if the data comprised 
in each box can be considered as independent. It is obvious, that independency cannot be 
assumed for neighbouring pixels of the same satellite. Consequently, observations are only 
considered to be independent, if they come from different satellites or different overpasses. 
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On the one hand the grid boxes have to be chosen relatively large, because a sufficient 
number of independent observations should be available in each grid box to allow for 
statistical calculations. One the other hand, the highest possible resolution should be of course 
retained. As a compromise the data is spatially averaged over 150 km by 150 km on an equal-
area grid. The equal-area grid is used to gather a sufficient amount of data in northern regions. 
A temporal averaging over one day is simply used to achieve the derivation of a daily mean 
map. Figures 1 and 2 show the pre-processed data for the 4th April 2004 for NOAA-15 and 
NOAA-16, respectively. 
 

 
Fig.2: As figure 1, but for NOAA-16 

 
Kriging 
Kriging can be regarded as a prediction of a value x0 at a location P0 where no measurement is 
available employing information from measurements at the surrounding locations Pi. A 
solution is not possible for one single case. However, if a time series of m measurements at 
each location Pi is available it is reasonable to minimise the expression: 
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where xi denote the available measurements, ∆xi their errors, and λi the weights.  
Differentiating of Eq.(1) leads to the following expression, where the temporal summation is 
abbreviated by brackets []. As the errors are considered to be random, error terms occur only 
on the diagonal of the matrix: 
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Thus, a linear set of equations results, containing the covariance matrix between the data 
points Pi with the error variances on its diagonal, and a vector giving the covariance between 
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the predicting point P0 and the locations Pi. If these quantities are known, the solution of the 
above set of equations leads, via the determination of the weights λi, to the optimal prediction 
at P0. Obviously, the minimised expression of Eq.(1) is equal to the error of the predicted 
value, often called as kriging error. Transformation of that expression leads to: 
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The first term denotes the variance at P0 and is equal to unity if anomalies are considered. The 
second term contains the covariance between data points, the so called information. The third 
term contains the so called redundance because information from points Pi may not be 
independent. The last term describes the individual errors at the points Pi. 

To determine the weights λi information on the spatial covariance and the error of the 
individual observations is needed. Note that the spatial covariance is spuriously modified by 
error covariance between the points. Although not explicitly mentioned the average effect of 
the spatial error covariance is implicitly included within the information and redundance 
terms. 

 
Spatial Correlation Function 
According to Eq.(2), a prerequisite for the application of the discussed kriging technique is 
the knowledge of the spatial covariance matrix, or since we are dealing with normalised 
anomalies the knowledge of the correlation matrix. Primarily, the correlation of two time 
series strongly depends on the distance between the locations of the individual observations. 
Furthermore, the spatial covariance strongly depends on the considered time scale: The 
prediction of the daily anomaly at a certain location is indeed possible with measurements 
from a distant observation, while short-time variability is connected only over short distances. 
Since we are aiming at the correlation length of daily means on a spatial scale of 150 km, 
covariances should also be calculated on the base of such time and space averages, which 
show larger correlation lengths than individual observations representing a quasi 
instantaneous snap shot. 

It should be emphasised that the correlation of the anomalies against the local monthly 
means have to be considered here because such data will be processed in the kriging 
procedure instead of raw observations. In the following the covariance of daily means is 
calculated as a pure function of distance, which means the covariance of different regions is 
lumped together. Otherwise, regions of high variability would dominate the results. The 
normalisation allows to take into account also the information of low variable regions 
adequately. In the concrete accomplishment, an exponential function is fitted to the 
correlation: 
 

xaaer 10+=       (4) 
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The correlation is calculated for daily averages, which are based on the maximal four 
independent observations available at each location, two from each platform and two from the 
morning and evening overpass, respectively. The distances are measured in units of the grid 
lengths of 150 km. For zero distance, no direct observation is available, but the fit of an 
exponential function allows a rough estimate of the average error variance, which can be read 
at the ordinate with 0.969, meaning that a fraction of 0.031 of the total variance can be 
assigned to the error variance. The correlation length (the distance, where the correlation is 
decreased by a factor of 1/e compared to the correlation found for zero distance) is determined 
to be 4.3, corresponding to 645 km. 
 

 
Fig.3: Correlation function of daily TPW anomalies for April 2004 

 
Error Determination 
To solve the kriging equation (2) the individual error variance of the used data points has to 
be known. The determination of the error variance is accomplished by a decomposition of the 
total variance into four components (von Storch and Zwiers 1999; Lindau 2003). These are i) 
the error of the monthly mean, ii) the seeming extra daily variance, iii) the mean error of daily 
means, and iv) the true intra daily variance. 

Fig. 4 shows the error variance averaged over the entire month, as calculated from the 
actually used daily errors. Note the extreme differences between the eastern Atlantic with 
errors in the order of 1 mm2 and the southern Sahara with errors of 50 mm2. This emphasises 
the need of determining the errors individually instead of using an average error estimate, 
which would be easily available from the correlation function. 
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Fig.4: Spatial distribution of the errors of daily TPW means from ATOVS. To give an 

overview, the map shows the daily error variance averaged over one month. 
 
Products 
In this section the kriging procedure is outlined and the results for April 2004 are discussed. 
In a first step, the actual TPW measurements were averaged within an equal-area grid of 150 
km resolution for each day. Four values for each temporal and spatial grid point resulted, 
derived from the two overpasses of each of the two satellites. Within the next step the TPW 
values are normalised by subtracting the monthly mean and dividing by the extra daily 
standard deviation at that specific location. This normalisation has the advantage that no 
constraint concerning the sum of kriging weights is necessary. In contrary, this sum is a free 
parameter within our technique and can be interpreted as explained variance. Then the error 
variance at each individual grid point and day is estimated and accordingly normalised with 
the extra daily variance. Using the spatial correlation function for the actual month yields an 
optimal interpolated field for each day. The benefit of kriging is that each interpolated daily 
field is obtained together with a daily error map. 

The standard kriging output comprises of the daily mean fields and the corresponding error 
maps (Fig. 5). The two maps show the normalised TPW anomaly (left) from ATOVS on April 
4, 2004. The values are normalised by subtracting the monthly mean and dividing by the extra 
daily standard deviation. The right-hand side map shows the corresponding normalised error 
of the TPW anomaly. Due to the normalisation the maximum error is equal to 1, 
corresponding to the extra daily standard deviation, which would be obtained if all daily 
values were set to the monthly mean. 

The TPW field of that day is characterised by anomalous high moisture over the Mid 
Atlantic and opposed deviations in the Turkey and the Black Sea. The deviations attain a 
normalised value of 3, which means that they are three times higher then the extra daily 
variance for that location and month. However, these are extremes. Broad regions exhibit near 
zero anomalies denoting that the TPW on 4th of April do not differ substantially from the 
monthly mean. Important additional information is provided by the error map also given in 
Fig. 5. The highest theoretical value of the normalised kriging error is 1, which means it is as 
high as the extra daily variability. Predicting for each day of the month just the monthly mean 
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would yield that error. Only at the northern edge of the considered area the normalised error 
attains 1 together with a TPW anomaly near 0 (see Fig. 5). This illuminates the general 
behaviour of kriging: to suggest the monthly mean average, if no information at all is 
available, but to warn the potential user by a maximum error of 1. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Example of the standard kriging output. The left map shows the normalised TPW 

anomaly from ATOVS for April 4, 2004. The map on the right gives the corresponding 
error. 

 

 
Fig.6: Resulting TPW given in mm from ATOVS for the 4 April 2004 (left). The field is 

obtained by reconverting the normalised field shown in Fig.5 with the monthly mean 
and the extra daily standard deviation. The map on the right-hand side shows the 
corresponding error (also in mm), as obtained by renormalisation with the extra daily 
standard deviation. 

 
For many applications only the absolute values are significant for the interpretation of the 
fields, so that a renormalisation is required. It is performed by a reversed application of 
monthly mean and the extra daily standard deviation. After renormalisation, the fields shown 
in Fig. 6 are obtained, which are examples for the final kriging result. 

Instead of depicting the kriging result spatially for one arbitrary day (Figs 5 and 6), the 
obtained data can also be discussed by using time series of the entire month for one arbitrary 
grid point. This alternative depiction of the results is performed for two locations, one in the 
Mid Atlantic (Fig. 7a) and one in the Baltic Sea (Fig. 7b). 
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Fig. 7a:Time series showing both the independent satellite observations used as kriging input 

 
or the grid point in the mid Atlantic (Fig. 7a) the following results are found. The extra daily 

locations with lower data coverage. 
At

(circles) and the obtained kriging result, given by the solid line, here for a location the 
mid Atlantic (27.8°W, 39.8°N). The bars show the kriging error for each day. 

F
variability as it was estimated from the input observations that is the difference between the 
seeming extra daily variability and the mean error variance for the daily means (11.88 mm2 - 
1.44 mm2 = 10.44 mm2) is actually underestimated compared to the kriging procedure (11.94 
mm2). Daily means directly derived from satellite pixels have a mean error variance of 1.44 
mm2, which is almost halved to 0.87 mm2 by the kriging procedure. On 4 April, three 
independent satellite observations are available at this location (only the morning overpass of 
NOAA-16 is missing), with almost identical TPW observations (22.45, 22.50, 22.65 mm). 
Consequently, the error of this individual input value is estimated to be very small, so that the 
kriging procedure provides a rather similar TPW value (22.53 mm) together with a small error 
estimate (0.06 mm). On 14 April, the satellite input varies considerably between 9.90 mm and 
20.85 mm. However, the kriging error remains moderate with 1.33 mm as information from 
neighbouring grid boxes is included. The most striking benefit from kriging certainly is the 
fact that values can be attached to days with no observations at all, as e.g., for 1 April, where 
the error (1.55 mm) is not essentially higher than normal. 

The benefit of kriging becomes even more evident at 
 a grid box located in the Baltic Sea between Germany and Sweden (Fig. 7b), satellite data 

are available for only 6 days within April 2004 due to extensive cloud coverage. Nevertheless, 
a reconstruction of daily TPW time series is possible with errors of about 1 mm.  
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Fig. 7b: As Fig. 7a, but for a location in the Baltic Sea (13.2°E, 55.3°N). 
 
Summary 
In this study a universally applicable technique to merge two data sets is presented. The 
method is based on the commonly known kriging technique applied to daily anomalies of 
total precipitable water that are normalised by the inter-daily variance. In contrast to ordinary 
block kriging it is not necessary to prescribe a fixed radius in which observations are 
considered. The technique presented here manages the aggregation of additional information 
step by step, deciding at each stage which observation could contribute a maximum of new, 
not redundant information. This depends on the three characteristics of the potentially added 
observation: its distance to the predicting point, its individual error and its redundancy with 
the already aggregated observations. 

The procedure is used to combine the total precipitable water fields derived from ATOVS 
instruments on the NOAA-15 and NOAA-16 satellites. Altogether, information from the two 
satellites has been merged successfully. It is an inherent benefit of kriging to provide not only 
optimal interpolations, but also an error field for each map as gratis bonus. It is this field that 
makes the derived data set valuable for variability analysis. This error fields mainly show 
high errors due to bad sampling in regions with high variability as retrieval errors have to be 
measured through comparisons to other external reference data. However, retrieval errors 
indirectly show up in the error maps as for instance over desert surfaces where ATOVS 
temperature and mixing ratio retrievals are hindered by the not well known surface emissivity 
and the poor knowledge of the actual surface temperature and its correlation to the air 
temperature in the lower atmosphere. Additionally, the method has the potential to include 
retrieval errors in its processing if those are for instance known as function of the TPW or the 
spatial distribution of errors is given.  
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	AIRS spatial coverage is provided by the scan head assembly, containing a cross track rotary scan mirror and calibrators. The scan mirror has two speed regimes: During the first 2 seconds it rotates at 49.5 degree/second, generating a scan line with 90 ground footprints, each with a 1.1 degree diameter field-of-view (FOV). During the remaining 0.667 seconds the scan mirror finishes the remaining 261 degrees of a full revolution.  The AIRS spatial distribution is used in the collocation between the MODIS and AIRS measurements, which is the first step for the optimal MODIS/AIRS cloud-clearing.  The MODIS pixels with 1 km spatial resolution are collocated within an AIRS footprint.  Several collocation algorithms have been developed that are based on the scanning geometry of two instruments flown on the same satellite (Nagle 1998; Frey et al. 1995).  With a set of AIRS earth-located observations, the footprint of each AIRS observation describes a figure that is circular at nadir, quasi-ellipsoidal at intermediate scan angles, and ovular at extreme scan angles.  The diameter of the AIRS footprint at nadir is approximately 13.5 km.  Depending on the angular difference between the AIRS and MODIS slant range vectors, a weight (() is assigned to each MODIS pixel collocated to AIRS: 1 if the MODIS pixel lies at the center of the AIRS oval, and zero if at the outer edge. The collocation is modeled correctly and the algorithm provides an accuracy better than 1 km, provided that the geometry information from both instruments is accurate.    
	  
	In this paper, optimal cloud-clearing for sounder cloudy radiances using imager IR clear radiances has been successfully demonstrated by using AIRS and MODIS.  About 30% of AIRS cloudy footprints (or 50% of the partly cloudy footprints) are successfully cloud-cleared with the help of MODIS high spatial resolution data.  In the optimal imager/sounder cloud-clearing, the imager provides a cloud mask for sounder footprints while the multispectral imager IR provides clear radiance observations to synergistically determine N* and to be used as quality control.  The following conclusions can be drawn from this study: 
	 
	This work is very effective for cloud-clearing the AIRS footprints contaminated by water clouds.  The approach could be employed on GOES-R with HES sounder and ABI (e.g., ABI 3.9, 6.15, 7.0, 7.4, 8.5, 9.73, 10.35, 11.2, 12.3 and 13.3 (m bands are critical for HES/ABI cloud-clearing).  Future work will focus on cloud-clearing for footprints with mutli-layer clouds.  For example, employing multi-layer cloud-clearing approach developed by Susskind et al. [2] and using MODIS clear observations for high spatial resolution cloud-clearing could be of great potential 
	  
	Frey, R. A., S. A. Ackerman, and B. J. Soden, 1995: Climate parameters from  
	satellite spectral measurements.  Part I: Collocated AVHRR and HIRS/2 observations of spectral greenhouse parameter,  J. Clim., vol. 9, pp.327 – 344. 
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